covert ®

hidden, yet essential.
attain ambiance and application efficiency without stretching your
energy budget. adjustability and a choice of four small profiles
makes covert a workhorse of an led cove light, accommodating cove
architectures of all kinds with ease. driven by performance, covert
brings concealed cove lighting back into the designer’s toolkit.

light bar

4.00"
101.6mm

optional
light scoop

2.00" min
50.8mm

2.25"
57.2mm

horizontal base with adjustable light scoop shown actual size

COVERT: led cove light
infinite adjustment allows for precision aiming
no adjustment

Light Bar adjustment: Tilt the light bar to direct the beam, maximizing
forward throw and putting the light where you need it.
Light Scoop adjustment: Lift the scoop to direct more light toward the
ceiling, a perfect effect with sloped or arched ceilings.
Dual adjustment: Dial in the ideal distribution for each cove application
by adjusting both of Covert’s aim-able elements. Versatility is built in,
helping designers to achieve the right result every time.
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manual locking adjustments
light scoop adjuster

adjustment dial interior

adjustment dial exterior

A dial and adjuster on the housing indicates the position of the light bar or light scoop from position 0 to 8. To
adjust, simply loosen the thumbscrew and move by hand to the desired position then tighten the screw. Position
indicators are visible from above.

covert works – in any cove
From shallow or narrow to sloped or arched, this versatile design shines
in cove architectures of all kinds. Specify profiles with a Light Scoop for
more beam shaping control, especially with sloped ceilings.

concealed corner
applications

<24"

24"+

Covert’s optic allows for placement
of luminaries in corner conditions.
less than 24" cove,
specifiy no light scoop
*8" clearance above
cove recommended
for all applications

24" or more cove, specify
light scoop as needed.

sloped ceilings, always
specify light scoop

led advantage
Directional LEDs push light out of
the cove and into the space, making
the most of this low wattage design.
Other system features:
•

low maintenance for hard to

horizontal base with
light scoop

horizontal base with
light scoop

vertical base

light bar: 0 | light scoop: 0

light bar: 6 | light scoop: 0

light bar: 6

1000 lumens / foot
1352 @ 165˚ | 111 lpw

1000 lumens /foot

1000 lumens / foot

reach coves

•

continuous, shadow-free
appearance – no socket shadows

•

smooth distribution

•

0-10V - 10% dimming

•

over 100 lpw delivered

•

80+ CRI, <3 SDCM

•

L70 at 50,000 hours

•

5 year limited warranty

4' profile

HS - horizontal base with
adjustable light scoop

lumen output

adjustment settings

delivered lumens

total system watts

peak candela

0

2000

20

675 @ 165˚

0

0

3000

28

958 @ 165˚

1000 lm/ft

0

0

3988

36

1410 @ 165˚

1250 lm/ft

0

0

5000

46

1778 @ 165˚

light bar

light scoop

500 lm/ft

0

750 lm/ft

Right Light provides a broad range of standard delivered lumen outputs that
stay consistent as technology upgrades occur. In addition, “custom tuning”
of wattage and lumen outputs can be specified within the standard range.

covert delivers light where you need it for fewer
watts than traditional fluorescent cove lighting.

profiles
ORDERING

2.00" min
cove depth
50.8mm

2.25"
57.2mm

horizontal base with
adjustable light scoop

Luminaire Series
Covert - Adjustable LED Cove Light

4.00"
101.6mm

Profile
Horizontal base
Horizontal base wth light scoop
Vertical base
LED System
500 Lumens per foot
750 Lumens per foot
1000 Lumens per foot
1250 Lumens per foot
Color Temperature
3000K
3500K
4000K

4.3" min cove width
109.2mm

Circuits
Single Circuit
Voltage
120 Volt
277 Volt

4.00"
101.6mm

2.00" min
cove depth
50.8mm

2.25"
57.2mm

horizontal base

Driver
0-10V - 1% Dimming
Lutron A-Series
1% EcoSystem Digital

FCOL

FCOL
HN
HS
VN
500LF
750LF
1000LF
1250LF
30K
35K
40K

1C

1C
120
277
LD1
L3D

(Consult factory for 3-wire dimming)

Mounting
Cove

CV

Nominal Luminaire Length
Specify in 1' increments

XX'

(Consult factory for limitations regarding 2' units,
corners, patterns & curved cove applications.
Multiple feeds may be required beyond 64'.
Consult factory for specifics.)

CV

4.3" min cove width
109.2mm

2.44"
61.9mm

3.25"min cove depth
82.6mm

3.44"
87.3mm

vertical base

Follow @focalpointlight

2.81" min cove width
71.4mm
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feed location

Luminaire feeds from end, up to 67" of flex whip required
feed location
flex whip

feed box

All rights reserved. “Focal Point”, “The Art of Light”, “Covert” and
the light-ray graphic are trademarks or registered trademarks of
Focal Point, LLC.
Visit focalpointlights.com for specification and other details on
our entire catalog.
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